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KNOW YOUR
newsroom

Meet the editors responsible for the spring edition ofThe Daily Tar Heel
ERIN ZUREICK

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
CINCINNATI

SENIOR.
JOURNALISM

ÜBm ':
(919) 962-4086

ZUREICK@EMAIL.UNC.EDU
OFFICE HOURS: MON., WED., FRI.

1 P.M.TO 2 PM.
The editor-in-chief is ultimately
responsible for all content in

The Daily Tar Heel and serves as
the public face of the paper in the

University and the community.

SARA GREGORY
CITY EDITOR
CHARLOTTE

SOPHOMORE,
JOURNALISM, HISTORY
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(919)962-4209
GSARA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU

The city editor runs the city desk,
which is responsible for covering

all events and local politics in
Chapel Hill, Carrboro and within

the boundaries of Orange County.

ALEXANDRIASHEALY
ARTS EDITOR
GREENSBORO

SENIOR,
ENGLISH

(919) 843-4529
ASHEALY@EMAILUNC.EDU

The arts editor is responsible
for covering all arts-related news

in the University community,
as well as in Chapel Hill

and Carrboro.

WILL HARRISON
COPY CO-EDITOR

FAYETTVILLE
JUNIOR,

JOURNALISM/POLITICAL SCIENCE
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ALLISON NICHOLS
MANAGING EDITOR

WEST CHESTER, PA.
JUNIOR,

COMPARATIVE LIT./JOURNALISM

(919) 962-0750
NALLISON@EMAIL.UNC.EDU

OFFICE HOURS: TUES., THURS. 5
P.M.TO 6 P.M.

The managing editor is second in
command to the editor-in-chief.

She is responsible for overseeing
long-term projects and all daily

newsroom operations.

ELIZABETH DEORNELLAS
STATE & NATIONAL EDITOR

FAIRFAX,VA.
JUNIOR,
ENGLISH
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(919)962-4103
LIZDEO@EMAIL.UNC.EDU

The state & national editor is
responsible for covering the

world outside Orange County,
notably state and national

politics and the UNC system.

BRYAN REED
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

CHARLOTTE
SENIOR,

JOURNALISM

RACHEL ULLRICH
DEPUTY MANAGING EDITOR

VIRGINIA BEACH, VA.
JUNIOR,

JOURNALISM/ENGLISH
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(919) 962-0750
RULLRICH@EMAIL.UNC.EDU

The deputy managing editor aids
the managing editor in all of her
duties. She also is responsible for
special projects such as supple-
mental sections and helps over-
see online/multimedia content.

KATIE HOFFMANN
INVESTIGATIVE TEAM EDITOR

CHICAGO
SENIOR,

JOURNALISM, INTL. STUDIES

WHITNEY KISLING
UNIVERSITY EDITOR

GREENSBORO
SENIOR,

JOURNALISM

(919) 962-0372
KISLING@EMAIL.UNC.EDU

The University editor is
responsible for all University
news, excluding sports. The

desk covers issues pertinent
to students, administrators,

faculty and staff.

ANDREW DUNN
FEATURES EDITOR

APEX
SOPHOMORE,

JOURNALISM, SPANISH

(919) 962-0750
KAHOFFMA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU

The investigative team editor
is responsible for producing

in-depth pieces that fulfill the
paper's mission of watchdog

journalism.

DAVID ELY
SPORTS EDITOR

CHARLOTTE
JUNIOR,

JOURNALISM/SPANISH

(919) 843-4529
BREED@EMAIL.UNC.EDU

The Diversions editor is
responsible for all

entertainment reviews and other
arts features that run in the
Thursday Diversions section.

scon POWERS
COPY CO-EDITOR

LA GRANGE, ILL.
FRESHMAN,
STATISTICS

(919) 962-0246
WILLHSI@EMAIL.UNC.EDU

(919) 962-4214
AMDUNN@EMAIL.UNC.EDU

The features editor is responsible
for creative human-interest and

in-depth stories that add levity to
the newspaper. The desk focuses

on journalistic creativity.

ANDREW JONES
PUBLIC EDITOR
WINSTON-SALEM

SENIOR,
ECONOMICS

(919)962-0246
SSPOWERS@EMAIL.UNC.EDU

(919) 962-4710
DELY@EMAIL.UNC.EDU

The sports editor is responsible
for all University varsity sports,

both men's and women's. He also
works with SportSaturday editors

to produce that publication.

TIMOTHY REESE
MULTIMEDIAEDITOR

ASHEVILLE
SENIOR,

JOURNALISM

(919) 962-0750
TSPRITE@EMAIL.UNC.EDU

(919) 962-0750
JONESAW@EMAIL.UNC.EDU

The public editor is responsible
for gauging public reaction to
what is published in the paper.

He deals with readers’ concerns,
questions and critiques.

NICOLE NORFLEET
ONLINE EDITOR
VOORHEES, N.J.

JUNIOR,
JOURNALISM

(919) 962-0750
NNORFLEE@EMAIL.UNC.EDU

The copy editors are responsible for editing all stories in the paper,
including Dive and supplemental sections, for clarity, accuracy and

grammar. The editors also oversee the sports copy desk and all
pagework, which includes writing headlines and editing the final pages

before they are sent to the printer.

The online and multimedia editors are responsible for all content
that appears on the DTH's Web site, including the news and photos
that appear in the print edition and content exclusively created for

Internet users. They produce audiovisual and interactive flash content
such as multimedia projects and video documentaries.
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ALLIE MULLIN
PHOTO EDITOR

DURHAM
SENIOR,

JOURNALISM

(919) 962-0750
DTHPHOTO@GMAIL.COM

The photo editor is responsible
for all photos that appear in the

paper. She is also in charge
of any special photography

sections such as photo essays.

ABBYJEFFERS
DESIGN EDITOR
CHARLESTON, S.C.

JUNIOR,
JOURNALISM

REBECCA ROLFE
GRAPHICS CO-EDITOR

GREENVILLE
SENIOR,

JOURNALISM
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ABBYJEFF@EMAIL.UNC.EDU
The design editor is responsible

for daily layout and page design.
The desk works to convey the

content of each story through its
presentation and placement.

(919) 962-0246
RROLFE@EMAIL.UNC.EDU

ALLIEWASSUM
GRAPHICS CO-EDITOR

CHARLOTTE
SENIOR,

JOURNALISM/POLITICAL SCIENCEwa
(919) 962-0246

AWASSUM@EMAILUNC.EDU
The graphics editors are responsible for creating graphics for the

print edition as well as flash graphics for the DTH online. They work
with reporters and editors to generate visual complements to tradi-
tional news stories in addition to designing larger, comprehensive

information graphics that stand alone.


